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Conjoint analysis has played an important role in helping make a number of 
operations management decisions including product and service design, supplier 
selection, and service operations capacity. Many recent advances in this area have 
raised questions about the most appropriate form of conjoint analysis for this research. 
We review recent developments in the literature and provide new evidence on how the 
choice between ratings- and choice-based conjoint models might affect the estimates of 
customer demand used in operations management models. 
The biggest systematic difference between ratings-based (RB) and choice-based 
(CB) parameters is consistent with the compatibility effect, i.e., some enriched attributes 
like brand name tend to be more important in RB models and some comparable 
attributes like price are likely to be more important in CB models. Still, there were 
reasonably small differences between choice- and ratings-based parameters. Parameter 
similarity was also seen in the lack of differences both in the choice share validations 
when the ‘‘keep on shopping” alternative was not considered and in the profiles that 
were predicted to maximize choice shares. This suggests that the two approaches will 
produce similar estimates of the relative importance of various attributes. 
In spite of demonstrated success with each method, several reasons lead us to 
recommend the use of hierarchical Bayesian choice-based conjoint models. First, the 
slightly higher individual hit rate validations give us greater confidence in predictive 
accuracy overall as well as an increased ability to target individual customers. 
Additionally, the greater ease of modeling both changes in market size and competitive 
reactions are attractive benefits of choice-based models. 
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 Introduction 
Many critical business decisions reside at the interface between marketing and 
operations as these two functional areas attempt to resolve the inherent tension between 
product differentiation and operational complexity (Krishnan and Ulrich, 2001). Cross functional 
marketing-operations decisions include, but are not limited to, product design (we use the 
word ‘‘product” to refer to products and services, as well as their combinations), product line 
and portfolio optimization, capacity planning, customer support management, as well as 
volume and mix flexibility decisions. As the economy is gaining a greater service focus, these 
integrated decisions are becoming even more critical as they are most imperative in dynamic 
service environments (Karmarkar, 1996). As a result in many companies, a focus on processes, 
cross-functional teams, and the need for speed are eroding traditional functional boundaries. 
Similarly, academics (e.g., Karmarkar, 1996; Krishnan and Ulrich, 2001; Schmidt and Porteus, 
2000; Tatikonda and Montoya-Weiss, 2001) recognize the need for a broader problem focus. 
One of the challenges of cross functional research is that in many cases it needs to meet the 
publication standards of several base disciplines, which requires one to keep up with the 
literature in multiple subject areas. 
One of these areas of increasing cross-disciplinary interest is the use of conjoint analysis 
in operations management research. Conjoint analysis has been used in various business 
applications for almost 40 years. Many applications of conjoint analysis are of great relevance 
to operations management scholars. Conjoint analysis has been applied to inform product line 
decisions (Yano and Dobson, 1998) with an emphasis on platforms (Moore et al., 1999); shared 
costs (Morgan et al., 2001); engineering constraints (Michalek et al., 2005); and robust product 
design (Luo et al., 2005). This research method also shed light on issues related to the timing of 
the next generation of high technology products (Kim and Srinivasan, 2006). Additionally, 
conjoint analysis has been used to assess tradeoffs and switching inertia associated with 
supplier selection (Verma and Pullman, 1998; Li et al., 2006). Other applications have focused 
on optimal service design considering operational difficulty (Verma et al., 2001) and operations 
capacity (Pullman and Moore, 1999; Goodale et al., 2003). Verma et al. (2006, 2008), Ding et al. 
(2007) and Victorino et al. (2005) have applied conjoint models in not-for-profit, financial, and 
hospitality service settings. Furthermore, an emerging emphasis on incorporating behavioral 
aspects into manufacturing and service operations models (Bendoly et al., 2006), portends 
future growth of conjoint analysis and related approaches in the operations management 
literature. The importance of conjoint analysis to readers the European Journal of Operational 
Research can be seen by a series of articles applying conjoint analysis to such topics as e-
commerce (Butler et al., 2008), banking (Mankila, 2004), sales promotion design (Nair and 
Tarasewich, 2003), urban quality of life (Ülengin et al., 2001), forecasting (Natter and Feurstein, 
2002; Turksen and Willson, 1995), product and product line design (Scholl et al., 2005; 
Tarasewich and McMullen, 2001), and pricing (Day and Venkataramanan, 2006; Green and 
Krieger, 1992). 
 Therefore, our purpose is to review recent developments and provide new evidence on 
how the choice of different variants of conjoint analysis might affect study results. In particular, 
we examine differences between ratings- and choice-based conjoint analyses. Our intended 
audience includes operations management researchers who want to use conjoint analysis in 
their papers to measure customer utility or demand as part of their models as well as marketers 
interested in performing conjoint analysis.  
For many years, ratings-based (RB) conjoint analysis (where respondents rate their 
preference for different product profiles and individual-level attribute partworths are estimated 
with OLS regression) was more popular than choice-based (CB) conjoint analysis (where 
respondents make choices from a series of sets of product profiles and more aggregate-level 
parameters are estimated with logit or probit models). In the mid 1990’s hierarchical Bayesian 
(HB) methods were introduced to both RB and CB conjoint analyses, which allowed more 
accurate estimates of individual- level parameters with fewer observations (e.g., Allenby and 
Lenk, 1994; Lenk et al., 1996). While HB methods benefited both RB and CB approaches, the 
impact on CB methods was greater as one was now able to estimate individual-level 
preferences, where only segment- and aggregate-level estimates had been available in the past. 
This new capability has shifted the preference of some academics and consultants to CB 
methods. The existence of two methods, both of which are able to capture individual-level 
preferences has led to questions about systematic differences in results that one would get 
when using these different approaches and which method should be used when attempting to 
design new and improved products and services. 
Researchers have long recognized several fundamental differences between RB and CB 
methodologies. For instance, greater task similarity between choices and market behavior may 
lead to greater external validity (Elrod et al., 1992). Still, RB methods may be just as successful 
due to their ability to mirror marketplace simplification (Huber, 1987). An individual choice task 
provides less information than a ratings task but it may be easier for respondents. While CB 
conjoint models produce choice probabilities directly, RB models use ad hoc rules, like 
maximum utility or share of preference, to convert preference ratings into choice probabilities. 
Even though these rules have long proven successful in the marketing literature (e.g., Green et 
al., 1981) they can be seen as arbitrary. Operationally, RB studies are easier to design and 
estimate. Finally, the fact that preferences are not invariant across elicitation processes or 
contexts (e.g., Payne et al., 1992) may lead to systematic differences in the parameters 
estimated with RB and CB conjoint analyses. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: first we present the background 
related to differences between ratings and choice-based models and outline some theoretical 
reasons why the parameter estimates obtained from these two classes of models may differ 
systematically. Next we provide an empirical test where several models are estimated based on 
choice- vs. judgment-based tasks and examine the differences in resulting coefficients and 
corresponding model fits. Finally, we summarize the implications of our research as well as 
 provide managerial guidance regarding the choice between different estimation techniques 
(OLS, Hierarchical Bayes, and latent segment) as well as choice elicitation methods (choice-
based versus ratings-based tasks). 
Background 
Judgment versus Choice 
As their names imply, a fundamental difference between ratings-and choice-based 
conjoint analyses is that the former uses judgments (i.e., preference ratings) to elicit 
preferences while that latter uses choices. Behavioral decision theorists have long compared 
preferences elicited in different manners. Normative models treat judgment and choice 
equivalently supporting the common sense assumption that one should expect choices and 
judgments to possess descriptive and procedural invariance. In conjoint analysis this means that 
if a person rated one profile higher than another on a likelihood of purchase scale, that person 
would also choose the first profile over the second in a choice task. However, a large body of 
empirical evidence contradicts both descriptive and procedural invariance (e.g., Payne et al., 
1992). The common assumption that preferences are often constructed rather than revealed 
(e.g., Bettman et al., 1998) applies to conjoint tasks. While subjects are familiar with the 
underlying attributes and levels, preferences for specific profiles need to be constructed. When 
preferences are constructed, the information and strategies are contingent on tasks, contexts, 
and individual differences. 
Different response modes, such as judgment and choice can evoke different strategies. 
People may have ‘‘meta-goals” for each decision such as maximizing accuracy or justifiability or 
minimizing effort, regret, or conflict (Bettman et al., 1998; Payne et al., 1992). The simplest or 
best process for deciding which of several alternatives is most preferred is not necessarily the 
simplest or best process for determining one’s preference for each of the alternatives 
individually. 
Tradeoffs between accuracy and effort suggest that in complex situations respondents 
tend to focus on more important pieces of information – either attributes (prominence effect) 
or attribute levels (level focusing effect) – or on information that is easier to translate into a 
decision (compatibility effect). If these simplification strategies vary persistently across tasks, 
violation of procedural and descriptive invariance would lead to systematic variation of the 
parameter estimates obtained from choice- and ratings-based tasks. We now discuss these 
three effects in more detail. 
Prominence Effect 
Fischer et al. (1999) call the prominence effect, which is the tendency to give more 
weight to the more important attributes in one preference elicitation task than another, one of 
the strongest preference biases documented in the decision making literature. Fischer and 
Hawkins (1993) found that the prominence effect was greater for choices than ratings. 
 However, others (e.g., Goldstein and Einhorn, 1987; Tversky et al., 1988) have found the 
opposite. 
Scale Compatibility 
A number of researchers have examined scale compatibility under the assumption that 
information requiring the smallest amount of transformation will be attended to more. For 
example, Hsee (1996) and Nowlis and Simonson (1997) have studied whether an attribute’s 
compatibility with the preference elicitation task influences its importance. They found that 
comparable attributes, i.e., ones that produce clear and unambiguous comparisons, like price, 
were more important in comparison-based tasks. Conversely, enriched attributes that are less 
comparable, but are more easily evaluated on their own, like brand name, were more 
important in separate evaluations of individual options. This research suggests that enriched 
(comparable) attributes would be relatively more important in ratings-based (choice-based) 
conjoint tasks. 
Level Focusing/Loss Aversion 
A level focusing effect is observed when subjects focus on certain levels of an attribute 
more than others. A common example is to exhibit a tendency for diminishing returns to 
improvement or equivalently, a loss aversion for deterioration in an attribute (Kahneman and 
Tversky, 1979). Across three experimental conditions, Weitz and Wright (1979) found that 
adding cut-off variables to a linear model of product ratings increased explanatory power 
significantly in 27–60% of the cases. Orme et al. (1997) found a greater loss aversion in choice 
tasks compared to judgment tasks. 
Summary 
These differences raise questions about the similarity of the estimated parameters and 
choice predictions resulting from choice and ratings tasks. Therefore, we will examine whether 
there are systematic differences in the parameters estimated by RB and CB conjoint models. 
Pervious Conjoint Analysis Research 
In spite of the publication of more than 150 articles on conjoint analysis in top tier 
marketing journals (Dahan and Hauser, 2002), we know of only five published studies 
comparing RB and CB conjoint models. As can be seen from Table 1, all studies estimated an 
individual-level ratings-based model with OLS regression and an aggregate-level choice-based 
model. The last three studies also estimated segment-level RB and CB models using latent 
segment methods. The last two studies added individual-level RB and CB models estimated with 
HB methodology. All models were validated by predicting choices in several holdout choice 
sets. Some were validated at the aggregate-level by computing the mean absolute deviation 
(MAD) between the predicted and actual choice shares. Others were validated at the individual-
level by looking at the percent of the time (hit rate) that the model correctly predicted each 
 individual’s choices. Before comparing these validations we will look at systematic differences 
in the parameter estimates. 
Parameter Estimates 
No significant difference in the prominence effect between RB and CB models was 
found in Elrod et al. (1992), Oliphant et al. (1992), or Moore et al. (1998). Vriens et al. (1998) 
found a greater prominence effect for CB than RB models; however, Moore (2004) found a 
greater prominence effect for RB than CB models. 
While there was no evidence for the compatibility effect in Elrod et al. (1992) or 
Oliphant et al. (1992), the other three studies found some support for the compatibility effect. 
Moore et al. (1998) found that brand name was more important in RB models. In Vriens et al. 


















Table 1 Previous ratings-based and choice-based conjoint validation Studies 
 greater relative importance in CB (RB) models. Finally, Moore (2004) found that the enriched 
attributes, brand name and size, had significantly higher relative importances in the RB models 
and a comparative attribute, price, had significantly greater relative importance in the CB 
models. 
Moore (2004) was the only study of these five about which comments on loss aversion 
could be made. He found loss aversion in all three attributes with more than two levels; 
however, in the only significant difference, the RB model had greater loss aversion than the CB 
model. 
Validation Comparisons of RB and CB Conjoint Models 
The two early studies (Elrod et al., 1992; Oliphant et al., 1992) found no significant 
difference in the choice share validations of individual-level RB and aggregate-level CB models.  
Moore et al. (1998) found that individual-level HB CB models had significantly higher 
validations than comparable RB models. Similarly, in Vriens et al. (1998), segment-level CB 
models had higher hit rates than corresponding RB models. However, the individual- level RB 
model had the highest average hit rate. Additionally, Moore (2004) found that individual-level 
RB conjoint models generally had significantly higher validations than corresponding CB models. 
Summary 
The only systematic difference in parameter estimates across these studies is associated 
with the compatibility effect – some enriched (comparable) attributes tend to be more 
important in RB (CB) conjoint. The impact of level focusing is under researched. 
Summarizing the validation evidence, within either CB or RB models, individual-level 
models have significantly higher hit rates than either segment-level or aggregate level models. 
When the hit rates of RB and CB models with the same level of aggregation are compared, the 
results are mixed, with CB models performing better slightly more often. There is no consistent 
difference between CB and RB models in terms of choice share validations. 
There are several reasons that lead us to believe that the reevaluation of differences 
between choice-based and ratings-based models is necessary. The previous studies had several 
shortcomings. For example, in three out of five aforementioned studies that looked at this 
issue, the same respondents filled out both RB and CB questionnaires, creating possible order 
effects within person. Only two included HB models, which are the currently preferred method 
of performing these analyses. Finally, none was designed specifically to test for differences in 
level focusing effects. This study is designed to overcome all of these drawbacks. 
Models 
Because previous research with empirical data (see Moore (2004) for a review) finds 
very strong support that individual-level HB models offer better fits and validations than 
 comparable latent segment models, this paper focuses on HB RB and CB conjoint models 
(estimation details are provided in the appendix). In the RB model 
(1) 𝑌𝑅𝑛 = 𝑋𝑛?̂?𝑛 + 𝑒𝑛 
𝑌𝑅𝑛 is a (r x 1) vector containing person n’s likelihood of purchase ratings, 𝑋𝑛 is an (r x p) matrix 
of profile descriptions, ?̂?𝑛 is a (p x 1) vector of person n’s part worth regression weights, and 𝑒𝑛 
is a vector of error terms. The choice-based model is a logit model: 
(2) 𝑃𝑛𝑖𝑙 = 𝑒
𝑥′𝑛𝑖𝑙?̂?𝑛/∑ 𝑒𝑥′𝑛𝑚𝑙?̂?𝑛𝑚  
where 𝑃𝑛𝑖𝑙  is the probability that person n chooses alternative 𝑖 (out of the 𝑙th choice set whose 
elements are indexed by m), 𝑥𝑛𝑖𝑙  is a (p x 1) vector containing the description of the 𝑖th profile 
in the 𝑙th choice set seen by person 𝑛, and ?̂?𝑛 is a (p x 1) vector of importance weights. 
Individual choice predictions are based on a max utility model. Choice shares were 
predicted by summing individual choice probabilities over the sample. We followed Green and 
Krieger (1991) and estimated a decision parameter, a, that minimized the errors in choice share 
predictions across two three-alternative choice tasks. The following equation was used to 
predict individual choice probabilities with the RB models: 
(3) ?̂?𝑟𝑛𝑖 = ?̂?𝑅𝑛𝑖
𝛼 /∑ ?̂?𝑅𝑛𝑖′




where ?̂?𝑟𝑛𝑖 is the choice probability. When 𝛼 = 1, Eq. (3) is a Bradley–Terry–Luce (BTL) model. 
This model has been found to under predict popular choices (Green and Krieger, 1991; Moore 
et al., 1979; Pessemier et al., 1971). The adjustment parameter 𝛼 corrects this problem. 
Data 
A mixed sample of upper division undergraduate business majors and MBA students 
from a US University was used in this study. Laptop computers were selected due to their 
importance to the respondent pool. This sample is comprised of knowledgeable mainstream PC 
users. Ninety-four percent used a PC at least once a day and 83% used one multiple times a 
day. Everyone used a PC for email, surfing the Web, and word processing, 93% used a 
spreadsheet, 66% used them for data analysis, and 46% used them for games. Ninety-six 
percent owned their own PC; the others accessed one at school and/or work. 
Discussions with people demographically similar to the respondents, a review of 
computer magazines and websites, and several. Discussions with people demographically 
similar to the respondents, a review of computer magazines and websites, and several pre-test 
questionnaires generated the attributes and levels used in the study. Laptop computers were 
described in terms of (1) brand name: Dell, Toshiba, or WinBook; (2) Microprocessor: Intel 
Pentium M, Intel Celeron, or AMD Athlon; (3) Screen Size and Weight: 1200 screen and 4.5 lbs, 
1400 screen and 6 lbs, or 1500 screen and 7.5 lbs; (4) Pointing device: eraserhead, touchpad, or 
trackball; (5) RAM (memory): 256, 512, or 768 MB; and (6) price: $999, $1199, or $1399. 
 Additionally, respondents were to assume that all computers had a 40 GB hard drive, a 
combination DVD/24_CD-R drive, wireless modem, a 3-year warranty, Windows XP Home 
Edition and Microsoft Office 2003 Small Business Edition. 
Each level was explained. For example: 
Screen size and weight. Screen size is measured diagonally in inches. Weight is typical 
traveling weight. There are three different combinations. They will be labeled in terms 
of screen size and weight, but will also differ in terms of thickness and keyboard size. 
a) First is a 1200 screen and 4.5 lbs. weight – typically called an ultraportable. It has 
a thickness of 100. Its keyboard is 90% of the size of a desktop keyboard. 
b) Next is a 1400 screen and 6 lbs. weight. It has a thickness of 1.2500. Its keyboard 
is 95% of the size of a desktop keyboard. 
c) The final is 1500 screen and 7.5 pound weight. It is 1.500 thick. It has a keyboard 
that is at least 97% of the size of a desktop keyboard. 
Brand name, microprocessor, and pointing device are enriched attributes and are 
expected to be more important in the ratings-based task. Screen size and weight, RAM, and 
price are easy to compare and are expected to be more important in the choice-based task. 
Approximately one half of the respondents (98) received a RB questionnaire. They read 
a description of the attributes and levels used in the study and were given an example of a 
profile and the associated ratings task. Then they were presented eighteen profiles drawn from 
a fractional 36 design. They were instructed to look at all eighteen profiles to get a feel for the 
range of alternatives and put an ‘‘X” in the two or three profiles which they would be least 
likely to purchase and circle the two or three profiles that they would be most likely to 
purchase. Then they rated all profiles on a 0–10 likelihood of purchasing scale. In a second task, 
which was used to estimate a, they were asked to choose one of three laptops or elect to keep 
on shopping5 in each of two choice tasks. Finally, they were given eight sets of four laptops and 
asked to indicate the one they would most likely purchase or if they would elect to keep on 
shopping. 
The other group (n = 95) performed a CB conjoint task. They received the same 
description of product attributes and levels and a warm up choice task containing three 
alternatives as well as the option of continuing to shop. Then they received 18 choice sets, 
which included three laptops as well as the option to continue to shop. An initial group of 
choice sets was created from a cyclical design based on a 36 fractional factorial design, which 
had level balance, orthogonality, and minimal overlap. It was then modified through attribute 
                                                          
5 Choice experiments typically employ an alternative of ‘‘choose none”, ‘‘stay with current product”, or, ‘‘keep on 
shopping” so the respondents are not forced to choose any of the alternatives if they are insufficiently attractive. 
This allows one to model changes in the size of the overall market. 
 relabeling to create a more utility balanced design (Huber and Zwerina, 1996).6 They received 
the same set of eight calibration choice sets as the ratings-based respondents. 
Results 
Calibration 
Table 2A compares the relative importance of the attributes in the study. An attribute’s 
importance is defined as the difference in an individual’s utility for the most and least preferred 
levels. These attribute importances are normalized within person.  
The compatibility effect predicts that brand name, microprocessor, and pointing device 
would be more important in RB and that size, RAM, and price would be more important in the 
CB conjoint models. This was true for brand name and price. Contrary to expectations, RAM 
had a significantly higher importance in the RB than the CB model. 
The bottom portion of Table 2A shows the relative importance of each individual’s most 
important, second most important, and the sum of the first and second most important 
attributes. Both models show a strong prominence effect as the two most important attributes 
account for about 60% of the overall importance (compared to 33% with an equal weights 









Table 2A Relative attribute importance 
Following Huber et al. (2002) we measured an individual’s loss aversion for a given 
attribute by dividing the utility difference between the mid and least preferred levels by the 
total utility range (the attribute’s importance). See Table 2B. This gives the proportion of the 
total utility range that is due to the difference between the two bottom levels. A proportion 
greater than .5 indicates diminishing returns to higher levels, or equivalently, loss aversion for 
                                                          
6 A third group of respondents performed a CB conjoint task based on a utility balanced design that was achieved 
through relabeling and swapping. It produced similar results to this group, so it is not reported in order to keep the 
discussion focused on judgment versus choice issues. These results are available from the authors. 
 the lowest level. For example, the average brand preference order was Dell, Toshiba, and 
WinBook. Loss aversion indicates that there is a bigger gain in preference between WinBook 
and Toshiba than between Toshiba and Dell. Pointing device did not fit this pattern as there is a 
greater difference in preference between touchpad, usually the most preferred level, and the 
mid preference level (usually eraser head) than there is between the mid and least preferred 
levels (usually tracker ball). It is possible that touch pad is viewed as the reference level with 






Table 2B Loss aversion = (𝑉𝑚𝑖𝑑 − 𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑤)/(𝑉ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ − 𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑤) 
While some level of loss aversion is generally observed, there is little systematic 
difference between RB and CB models. Two comparable attributes price (p < .001) and RAM (p 
< .05) exhibit greater loss aversion in CB than RB models. 
In summary, Tables 2A and 2B indicate little systematic difference between ratings- and 
choice-based conjoint parameters. There is no evidence of a difference in the prominence 
effect. RAM (comparable) and pointing device (enriched) are the two most important attributes 
for all models. The third most important attribute is the enriched attribute, brand name, in the 
RB model and the comparable attribute, price, in the CB model, indicating weak compatibility 
effects. At least some loss aversion is exhibited for all attributes except pointing device. There is 
little pattern to the differences in loss aversion, but what there is seems to be related to the 
compatibility effect. 
Individual-level Validations 
Table 3A compares individual-level hit rate validations for these models across the eight 
holdout sets of four laptops and the option to keep on shopping. First, comparing within either 
RB or CB models, the individual-level parameters estimated with HB procedures produce 
significantly higher hit rates than either the segment-level (latent segment) or aggregate-level 
models, which is consistent with previous research. Focusing on the individual-level models, 
there are no significant differences between the HB and OLS ratings-based models. However, 
the individual-level CB model has significantly hit rates than either RB model. 
Specifically, when predicting choices when the ‘‘keep on shopping” alternative is 
included, the HB CB model validates significantly higher than the HB RB model (.65 versus .50 









Table 3A Model validation on individual hit rates 
shopping, which occurred about 15% of the time. Next, to create a more level playing field for 
the RB models and provide a better view of parameter differences, validations are carried out 
only on those times when a person chose one of the four laptops rather than to keep on 
shopping. Again, the HB CB model validates significantly higher (.67 versus .58), but the 
difference is less. When the keep on shopping alternative is included, the segment-level CB 
model validates significantly higher than the corresponding RB model (.48 versus .44), but there 
are no significant differences when the keep on shopping alternative is excluded (.50 versus 
.50) nor between any of the aggregate-level models. 
Choice share validations 
Choice shares are validated in terms of MAD of predicted versus actual choice shares 
over all alternatives and choice sets. Choice shares are predicted using either a powered BTL 
(i.e., Eq. 3) with ratings-based conjoint or a logit model with choice-based conjoint. These 








Table 3B Choice share validations in terms of MAD 
 First, within either the RB or CB models, again, the individual level models validate 
better than segment or aggregate models. Second, when the keep on shopping choices are 
included, which are never predicted by the RB models, the CB models have significantly higher 
validations (a MAD of 0.036 versus 0.076 for the two HB models). However, when the keep on 
shopping choices are eliminated, there are no significant differences between the individual- or 
segment-level RB and CB models (e.g., a MAD of 0.032 versus 0.043 for the two HB models). 
Optimal product profiles 
Finally, we compared each model’s share maximizing profiles. We chose the eight 
products from the first two choice sets as the competitive set, designated the brand name to be 
Dell then used the method of complete enumeration to find the share-maximizing product 
profiles using the parameters estimated from both models. The profile (Pentium chip, 14”/ 6lbs, 
touch pad, 768 RAM, and $999) that produced the highest share for the ratings-based conjoint 
produced the second highest share for the choice-based conjoint model. 
Rather than looking at just the one share maximizing profile Table 4 shows the number 
of times that different attribute levels were found in the ten share maximizing profiles. While 
there was not complete agreement across these methods, touch pad was in all ten, Pentium in 
nine, 768 RAM in eight, $999 in six, and 14”/ 6lbs in at least four profiles for both models. The 
biggest disagreement in the top ten profiles was in the size / weight attribute (of the five 
attributes varied in the search, only microprocessor had a lower average importance). The RB 
found more top ten profiles with 14”/6lbs size, while the CB method found more with 15”/ 
7.5lbs. They also differed in the second most popular size: RB - 12”/ 4.5 lbs and relabeled CB – 
14”/6lbs. Overall, the methods produced similar share maximizing profiles. There were no 
significant differences in the forecast shares of these two models for the 20 top predicted RB 
sales models. 
 
Table 4 Top ten share maximizing profiles with this option 
Summary and conclusions 
Operations management scholars are increasingly using both ratings-based and choice-
based conjoint analysis to explore a variety of research topics. Previous empirical research 
comparing validations within either RB or CB models has found strong and consistent support 
for the use of individual-level HB models over both segment- and aggregate-level models (see 
Moore, 2004 and the studies reviewed therein). Therefore, this paper focuses primarily on a 
comparison of HB RB and HB CB models. Consistent with this previous research, our validation 
results did show a substantial gain for the use of individual-level models. Therefore, we strongly 
advocate their use. 
 It is well-recognized that preferences are not invariant over contexts and elicitation 
methods (e.g., Payne et al., 1992). In particular, there is substantial theoretical and empirical 
support in the behavioral decision theory (BDT) literature for the prominence, compatibility and 
level-focusing effects. For example, Fischer et al. (1999) argue that the prominence effect, the 
tendency to give more weight to important attributes in some preference elicitation tasks than 
others, is one of the strongest preference biases in the decision making literature. Compatibility 
effects, or the tendency to give more weight to attributes that require smaller transformations 
in a preference task, were found to be substantial by Hsee (1996) and Nowlis and Simonson 
(1997) where enriched (comparable) attributes were more important in judgment (choice) 
tasks. Finally, level-focusing is the tendency to focus on certain attribute levels more than 
others (e.g., Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). 
This study, as well as those reviewed, does not indicate a strong systematic difference 
between the weights estimated with these two methods that could be attributed to earlier 
suggested prominence, compatibility, or level focusing effects. The general consensus of these 
studies is that (1) while both models find some attributes to be much more important than 
others the difference in the prominence effect between RB and CB models is typically small, (2) 
RB (CB) conjoint analysis are likely to give slightly greater importance to a subset of the 
enriched (comparable) attributes like brand name (price) and (3) based on this study, one might 
expect marginally greater level focusing on some comparable attributes with CB conjoint 
analysis. However, the impact of these differences is relatively small: in this study, they had 
only a minor impact on the optimal profiles. Across all studies there were only small differences 
in choice share validations when the ‘‘keep on shopping” choices were excluded. This indicates 
that one would generally expect the parameters estimated from RB and CB conjoint analyses to 
be similar,4 but not identical (see also Conlon et al., 2000). This means that the findings with 
respect to the most important attributes and most preferred levels within attribute will usually 
be quite similar, leading to similar optimal designs. 
The lack of systematic differences attributed to the above mentioned effects in conjoint 
studies could be due to the larger number of product profiles and attributes involved in the 
conjoint tasks. Conjoint studies use more complex stimuli – typically six to ten attributes in 
contrast to just two attributes used in many BDT studies. In addition, we use warm up tasks, 
and conjoint respondents make repeated choices from the same product class where as the 
typical behavioral decision theory studies have only one choice from a given product class. Lack 
of strong differences in prominence, compatibility, and level-focusing effects (regardless of the 
reason explaining their absence), allows us to conclude that these effects will not generally 
produce large systematic differences between the part-worths estimated in CB and RB studies. 
The biggest systematic difference may not be in the parameter estimates, but in CB 
conjoint’s greater ability to model whether a customer makes a purchase from a product class 
or not in terms of either individual hit rates or choice share validations (i.e., see the ‘Including 
‘‘Keep on Shopping” columns in Tables 3A and 3B). Inclusion of the ‘‘Keep on shopping” option 
 allows one to model market expansion or contraction based on the attractiveness of the 
competitive alternatives. While reservation price models have been developed for RB conjoint 
(e.g., Jedidi and Zhang, 2002), we do not know of any rigorous comparisons with CB 
approaches. This suggests CB models may be more appropriate when it is important to model 
changes in market size by giving respondents the option to not purchase anything. Additionally, 
this will lead to slightly lower profit maximizing prices with CB conjoint models. 
A currently active area in conjoint analysis involves trying to predict either competitor or 
supply chain reactions. These methods usually focus on finding a Nash equilibrium – a point at 
which none of the competitors has an incentive to move, e.g., a set a competitive prices where 
none of the competitors would be better off by changing his/her price. One approach to solving 
this problem is to simulate a series of optimal decisions by each of the competitors until none 
make further changes (e.g., Green et al., 2005). The more typical approach involves finding the 
equilibrium by differentiating all the competitive profit equations by the variable of interest, 
e.g., price, to find the equilibrium prices. CB conjoint models seem to be particularly well suited 
to this second method of analysis (e.g., Luo et al., 2007). 
Both RB and CB methods have a successful history of application and the continuing 
popularity of RB conjoint, as evidenced by books such as Krieger et al. (2004), suggests both can 
be appropriate choices. However, our findings that HB CB conjoint models had higher 
individual-level validations than comparable RB models, causes us to recommend CB models 
when individual-level predictions are desired. Additionally, the higher accuracy of the individual 
level predictions gives us more confidence in the choice-based models. Additional reasons for 
choosing CB conjoint analysis include the ability to model changes in market size and its impact 
on equilibrium prices. Finally, the availability of software (e.g., Sawtooth Software, 2000–2005) 
has made it much easier to design and conduct CB conjoint studies. 
This study, along with the other articles in this research stream, strongly suggests that in 
traditional conjoint tasks, the parameter estimates produced by RB and CB conjoint models are 
likely to be quite similar. While additional direct comparison studies may be less valuable, we 
see a number of exciting future research opportunities relevant to these two model types and 
their role within emerging conjoint analysis frameworks. For example, one area involves ways 
to modify traditional RB models for situations where consumers encounter a large number of 
product profiles (cf., Gilbride and Allenby, 2004 and Yee et al., 2007). Ratings-based tasks 
encourage consumers to engage in compensatory decision making, which may not be well 
equipped for capturing non-compensatory decisions and elimination strategies used by 
consumers in complex decision situations. A second important area for both RB and CB is how 
to cope with larger numbers of attributes and levels within attribute. 
Another area involves the use of incentives-aligned (IA) conjoint tasks, where consumers 
are rewarded for participating in the experiment based on either their (a) choices or (b) 
contingent valuation responses. Ding et al. (2005) find that choice-based IA conjoint results in 
better out-of-sample validations than contingent valuation responses (which are similar to the 
 traditional RB responses in that both require the respondents to assign a numerical value to the 
alternative; however, in contingent valuation, the respondent is asked to assign a dollar value 
rather than a preference rating). These findings suggest that various types of preference 
elicitation techniques may be more or less successful when used with new conjoint analysis 
approaches. More research is needed to identify and explore these potential differences. 
Appendix A. Estimation details 
Ratings-based models are typically estimated with regression: 
(1) 𝑌𝑅𝑛 = 𝑋𝑛?̂?𝑛 + 𝑒𝑛 
where 𝑌𝑅𝑛 is a mean-centered (r x 1) vector containing person n’s likelihood of purchase 
ratings, 𝑋𝑛 is an (r x p) matrix of profile descriptions, ?̂?𝑛 is a (p x 1) vector of person 𝑛’s part 
worth regression weights, and 𝑒𝑛 is a vector of error terms. We estimated an individual OLS 
model by running a separate regression for each person, an individual-level HB model (details 
below), a segment-level model (details below), and an aggregate model where preferences 
were pooled over all individuals. 
Choice-based models are typically estimated with logit models. 
(2) 𝑃𝑛𝑖𝑙 = 𝑒
𝑥′𝑛𝑖𝑙?̂?𝑛/∑ 𝑒𝑥′𝑛𝑚𝑙?̂?𝑛𝑚  
where 𝑃𝑛𝑖𝑙  is the probability that person n chooses alternative 𝑖 (out of the 𝑙th choice set whose 
elements are indexed by 𝑚), 𝑥𝑛𝑖𝑙  is a (p x 1) vector containing the description of the 𝑖th profile 
in the 𝑙th choice set seen by person 𝑛, and ?̂?𝑛 is a (p x 1) vector of importance weights. 
A1. Hierarchical Baynesian models 
Respondent part-worth heterogeneity is assumed to be distributed multivariate normal. 
𝛽𝑛 ~ 𝑁 (𝜃, Λ), where 𝜃 is a (p x 1) vector of mean part worths, and Λ is a (p x p) positive definite 
matrix that follows an inverse Wishartp (𝜂𝑛, Δ𝑛) distribution with prior parameters 𝜂0 = 𝑝 
andΔ0 = 𝑝𝐼, and 𝜃~𝑁 (𝜃𝑛,𝑉𝑛) with prior parameters 𝜃0 = 0 and𝑉0 = 100𝐼. Additionally, in the 
RB model, 𝜎𝑖
2 ~ Inverse gamma (𝛼𝑛/2, 𝜓𝑛/2) with a prior distribution IG (𝛼0/2, 𝜓0/2), 𝛼0 = 𝜓0 = 
2. In both cases, 10,000 draws were made, the first 5000 as a ‘‘burn in” and the last 5000 for 
the use in parameter estimation. 
A.2. Latent segment models 
Latent segment models were estimated with an expectation–maximization (EM) 
algorithm. For a given number of segments, respondents were randomly placed in segments, 
models were estimated for each segment and respondents were reassigned to the segment for 
which they had the highest probability of membership, segment models were re-estimated and 
people reassigned until no further changes took place. This procedure is repeated with different 
numbers of segments and the appropriate number of segments is chosen with the CAIC, 
Consistent Akaike Information Criterion, which penalizes the better fits more complex models 
 (models with more segments in this case) for their greater number of parameters. After an 
appropriate segment-level model is chosen, respondent weights are a weighted average of the 
segment weights and the probability of segment membership as the weight. 
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